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Persistent currents in a Möbius ladder: A test of interchain coherence
of interacting electrons
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Persistent currents in a Moebius ladder are shown to be very sensitive to the effects of intrachain interactions
on the hopping of electrons between chains. Their periodicity as a function of flux is doubled for strong enough
repulsive interactions because electrons cannot hop coherently between the chains and have to travel along the
full edge of the Moebius ladder, thus encircling the flux twice. The interplay of topology and interactions is
shown to lead to interesting finite-size effects on the odd harmonics of the persistent current.
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The problem of transport in very anisotropic systems
become one of the central issues in the field of strongly c
related systems. Roughly speaking, it can be stated as
lows: Consider an electronic system with transfer integr
much smaller in one direction than in the other~s!. Is it pos-
sible, and under which conditions, that transport is cohe
in the highly conducting direction~s! and incoherent in the
other direction at temperatures much smaller than the sm
est transfer integrals? This question has recently been ra
in several contexts, the most prominent examples being h
Tc superconductors, which are quasi-2D systems,1,2 and or-
ganic superconductors~the Bechgaard salts!, which are
quasi-1D systems.3,4 This property is clearly inconsisten
with Fermi-liquid theory, and the best candidates to desc
such behavior are models of strongly-correlated electro
Renormalization-group~RG! arguments5,6 for quasi-1D sys-
tems of coupled Luttinger liquids indicate that intercha
hopping is arelevant perturbation provided the Luttinger
liquid exponenta is smaller than 1. However, an alternativ
approach drawing an analogy to the problem of coherenc
a two-level system coupled to a bath indicates thatcoherent
interchain motion may be destroyed for much smaller val
of a.3,7 Evidence in favor of the latter picture based on t
analysis of the angular dependence of the magnetoresist
of the Bechgaard salt~TMTSF! 2PF6 has been presented.3,4

However, the issue remains controversial, and more di
evidence of the effect of correlations on the coherence
motion perpendicular to the chains would be highly des
able.

In this paper, we propose a new approach to study
problem of interchain coherence based on the analysi
persistent currents in a Moebius ladder threaded by
Aharanov-Bohm flux (\c/e)F ~see Fig. 1 inset!. The persis-
tent current of the system is directly sensitive to the ph
coherence of the many-body wave function, and is given
zero temperature byI (F)52(e/\)]E/]F, whereE is the
ground-state energy. Gauge invariance8 implies thatI (F) is
570163-1829/98/57~3!/1457~4!/$15.00
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a periodic function ofF with periodf052p. I (F) can thus
be expressed as a Fourier series,

I ~F!5 (
n51

`

I nsin~nF!. ~1!

Magnetization measurements on normal metal9 and
semiconducting10 rings typically measure the first few ha
monics of I (F), which are in general nonvanishing for
single ring. However, in the Moebius geometry, if the pe
pendicular hopping integralt' is switched off, electrons will
have to go twice around the flux to reach the same site,
the period of the persistent current will be halved tof0/2.
All the odd harmonics in Eq.~1! must then vanish. Now, for

FIG. 1. Generic flux dependence of the ground-state energy
Moebius ladder. Solid curve:t' /t50.2, dashed curve:t' /t50. In-
set: Schematic diagram of a Moebius ladder pierced by a magn
flux (\c/e)F.
1457 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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1458 57MILA, STAFFORD, AND CAPPONI
an interacting system witht'Þ0, the period is expected t
bef0 as long as coherent motion between the chains is p
sible, and to becomef0/2 when the interactions are stron
enough to prevent any coherent motion between the cha
The vanishing of the odd harmonics ofI (F) in the Moebius
geometry would thus be a direct signature of the destruc
of interchain coherence.

Rather than considering all of the odd harmonics ofI (F)
separately, we focus our attention in the following on t
energy difference

DE5E~F5p!2E~F50!52
2\

e (
n50

`
I 2n11

2n11
. ~2!

The full flux dependence of the ground-state energy fo
Moebius ring is shown in Fig. 1. From the discussion abo
it is clear thatDE is in general finite, but must vanish in th
absence of coherent interchain tunneling. However,
analysis is less trivial than one might expect due to rat
interesting finite-size effects. Let us start with a care
analysis of the noninteracting case. While spin can have
portant consequences on the nature of the ground state
system of two coupled chains of interacting electrons,6 it is
not essential for the notion of coherence of Refs. 1 and 7.
for simplicity, we consider spinless fermions throughout t
paper. Spinless fermions on a Moebius ladder withN rungs
pierced by a magnetic flux (\c/e)F can be described by
one-dimensional periodic Hamiltonian,

H52t(
i 51

2N

~eiF/Nci
†ci 111H.c.!2t'(

i 51

2N

ci
†ci 1N , ~3!

with the usual conventionci 12N5ci . This Hamiltonian is
readily diagonalized by a Fourier transform, and the disp
sion reads

ek522tcos~ka1F/N!2t'cos~Nka! ~4!

with k5p(2p/2Na), p integer. The essential ladder stru
ture of the Moebius ladder is contained in this express
because cos(Nka)5cos(pp)511 if p is even and21 if p is
odd. The system thus consists of bonding and antibond
bands with the usual dispersionsek522tcos(ka1F/N)
6t' . The difference with a standard ladder is that the wa
vectorsk5p(2p/2Na) are restricted to even and odd valu
of p for the bonding and antibonding bands, respectively

Let us consider the periodicity of the ground-state ene
of such a system as a function ofF. If t' is large enough, all
the fermions are in the bonding band, and the total ene
readsE(F)5(p@22tcos(pp/N1F/N)2t'#, where the sum
overp is restricted toevenintegers chosen to give the lowe
energy for a givenF. This function is clearly periodic inF
with period 2p. If t'50, the bonding and antibonding band
form a single band, and the total energy readsE(F)
522t(pcos(pp/N1F/N), where the integersp can now be
both even and odd, and the periodicity of this function isp.
For intermediate values oft' , the periodicity is 2p except
for specific values oft' where it isp. The number of such
points scales with the number of particles in the system.
understand this, let us consider the scaled energy differe

D5~21!n21/2NDE, ~5!
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where n is the number of particles. In the following,n is
restricted to odd values to have a nondegenerate ground
which makes the analysis slightly simpler, although the
sults are essentially equivalent for an even number of p
ticles, and the factor (21)n21/2 has been included to insur
that D is always positive in the limitt'→0. As for the cur-
vature atF50, which gives the Drude weight, one has
multiply by N for 1D systems to get nonvanishing results
the thermodynamic limit. A typical example of the behavi
of D with t' is depicted in Fig. 2~a!. It is clear from the
dispersion of Eq.~2! that bothE(F5p) andE(F50), and
henceD, are piecewise linear functions oft' . The slope of
D changes each time a pair of particles goes from the a
bonding band to the bonding band, which we know has
occur because the antibonding band is certainly empty
large enought' . Now these transitions do not occur for th
same values oft' for F5p andF50. As a result, the slope
of D alternates between 2N and22N until the antibonding
band is empty, in which case it is of course 0. Betwe
changes of slopes,D vanishes once, which corresponds
points where the periodicity isp, as for t'50. Since the
particles change bands in pairs, the number of such poin
essentially half the number of particles~more precisely 2n
11 including t'50 for 4n11 particles, and similar formu-
las for other fillings!. The same effect shows up in the b
havior of D with N: For intermediate values oft' , D oscil-
lates as a function of size with extrema each time
difference in the particle number between the bonding a
the antibonding bands increases by 2@see Fig. 2~b!#. The
points lie on a piecewise linear curve with a slope alternat
between 2t' and 22t' . As a consequence, the periodici
of the ground-state energy for a givent' and for noninter-
acting fermions is not a well-defined quantity in the therm
dynamic limit.

Let us now consider the effect of intrachain interactio
on the periodicity of the groundstate energy. To descr

FIG. 2. D5(21)n21/2N@E(F5p)2E(F50)# for a noninter-
acting, quarter-filled system:~a! as a function oft' ; ~b! as a func-
tion of the number of rungsN.
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systems with large values of the Luttinger-liquid exponenta,
we consider an interaction term of the form

H int5(
i

S Vnini 111
2V

3
nini 121

V

2
nini 13D . ~6!

For a quarter-filled system, the exponenta of this model has
already been calculated with standard techniques,11 and it
reaches the value 1 forV/t55. Using the Lanczos tech
nique, we have calculated the dependence ofD on t' for
different values ofV/t and different sizes up to 36 sites (N
518). Typical results are shown in Fig. 3. The effects
intrachain repulsion are rather dramatic. The first oscillat
quickly becomes the dominant one, and the first value ot'
where D vanishes increases significantly: The curve is
ready strongly affected forV/t52.5 ~Fig. 3! with respect to
the noninteracting case@Fig. 2~a!#. But more importantly, the
oscillations disappear altogether forV/t55, i.e.,a51. This
critical value turns out to be independent of the size. T
origin of the oscillations being that particles go from t
antibonding band to the bonding band, this means that th
concepts have lost their meaning whena is big enough. In
other words,t' is no longer able to produce two separa
bands in the low-energy spectrum of the system.

Our discussion of the dependence ofD on N for interact-
ing systems is limited by the maximum size we can han
with Lanczos, namely, 36 sites (N518) at quarter-filling.
For t'50.1, we are limited to the first linear section of Fi
2~b! where the slope is equal to 2t' in the noninteracting
case. The slope is considerably reduced by interactions
changes signbetweenV/t55 andV/t56, which means tha
D decreaseswith N @see Fig. 4~a!#. Given the absence o
oscillations inD as a function oft' for these values of the
interaction, it is natural to assume thatD does not change
sign as a function ofN either. This leads us to the conclusio
that D goes to 0 in the thermodynamic limit whena>1.12

Significant effects are already present fora,1, however.
Let us consider for instancet'50.4, for whichD changes

FIG. 3. D as a function oft' for V52.5 (a50.36) andV55
(a51) for a quarter-filled system with 18 rungs. All energies are
units of t.
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sign betweenN510 andN514 in the noninteracting cas
@see Fig. 4~b!#. For the sizes we can reach,D already does
not change sign forV/t52, and the curve is very flat forV/t
as small as 3 (a50.46). It is in fact possible that even in tha
caseD goes to 0 with damped oscillations. Obtaining n
merical results on larger systems by other methods, e.g.,
sity matrix renormalization group, would be very useful
check this point. Let us note that oscillations would also
present for a regular ladder. However, the periodicity
mains equal tof0 even if t' is switched off. So the Moebius
geometry is essential to observe the effects of interaction

To make contact with current theories of the effect
interactions on interchain hopping, let us first note that
present results strongly suggest that the system has los
memory of the splitting between bonding and antibond
bands whena51. This is reminiscent of the RG result tha
t' is an irrelevant perturbation whena.1, but we wish to
emphasize that this is much stronger: RG arguments are
ited to infinitesimal values oft' , while our results show tha
large values of t' are still unable to produce a differenc
between bonding and antibonding states ifa.1. In fact, we
believe that the results of Fig. 3 are the first direct numeri
evidence of a strong effect of interactions on hopping
tween chains because they exhibit a qualitative change w
out having to go to the thermodynamic limit. In addition, o
results concerning the dependence ofD on N show very
dramatic effects for relatively small interactions, i.e., f
small values ofa where RG arguments just indicate thatt'
is a relevant perturbation. These conclusions agree qua
tively with those of Refs. 1 and 7, and they are consist
with previous numerical studies of the spectral functions.13,11

It is important to contrast the oscillations ofD described
above with the oscillations of the sign of the persistent c
rent with the parity ofn,14 which have already been factore
out in Eq.~5!; the oscillations ofD in the Moebius geometry
occur as a function oft' even for fixedn. Likewise, the

FIG. 4. D as a function of the number of rungsN for different
values ofV and two values oft' : ~a! t'50.1; ~b! t'50.4. All
energies are in units oft.
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1460 57MILA, STAFFORD, AND CAPPONI
interaction-induced suppression ofD predicted here for the
Moebius geometry should be contrasted to that predicte
purely 1D systems with spin,15 since these effects occur fo
finite interaction strengthV, while the spin-induced suppres
sion occurs only in the limit of infinite on-site repulsion. Th
effect of intrachain interactions described here is also to
contrasted to that of interchain interactions, which we
found to increase the odd harmonics of the persist
current.16

In conclusion, we have shown that interactions betwe
electrons have dramatic effects on their ability to hop coh
ently from one chain to the other by studying the flux depe
dence of the ground-state energy—or, equivalently, of
persistent currents—in a Moebius ladder. Importantly,
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theoretical quantityD that we have studied is related direct
to the measurable Fourier components9,10 of the magnetiza-
tion of the system. The absence of oscillations ofD as a
function of t' for strong enough interactions is, we believ
the best evidence of an interaction-induced destruction
interchain coherence obtained so far with numerical simu
tions. Further work along these lines, either numerically
studying larger systems, or experimentally by measuring p
sistent currents in appropriate mesoscopic devices, shoul
a promising area for future research.
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